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For Bharti, going global was 
not a matter of choice but 
the culmination of a natural 
course of evolution. Today, 
present in 21 countries, 
primarily located across 
South Asia and Africa, 
Bharti is increasingly 
becoming a 'melting pot' 
of ethnicities and cultures. 
In all, people from 42 
nationalities work at Bharti 
making it a truly diversified 
global workforce. The 
current issue tries to unravel 
the emerging global culture 
at Bharti and the way it's 
people are adapting to this 
global context. 

In our endeavour to get 
closer to the reality, we 
spoke to employees 
across our businesses and 
countries. Irrespective of 
which business or country 
we touched, the underlying 
sentiment was the same: 
People are not only opening 
up but are ready to stretch 
the extra yard to adopt 
global best practices to 
succeed as teams. The best 
part of this team spirit lies in 
a new found willingness to 
'bond beyond the workplace' 
to explore and experience 
different cultures. 

We also bring to you in 
this edition, Bharti's CSR 
initiatives in Africa under 
which it has adopted 
rural schools in different 
countries, like it's initiative 
in India where Bharti 
Foundation is currently 
running 242 rural 
schools. • 
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of Bharti 
NAIROBI, KENYA, MARCH 20, 2011-Anthony and 
Leonard woke up excited. Lately, their new friends 
had been talking a lot about Holi, the Indian festival of 
colours. Their sense of anticipation had been building 
almost exponentially, and by 6:30 am on D-day, the 
little boys, could hardly contain themselves anymore. 
After repeated tugs at the sleeves of their father, Yves 
Mayilamene, Chief Human Resource Officer (CHRO) at 
Airtel Africa, at around 11 am, the day finally began. 
Minutes later, both were running gleefully, alternately 
chasing others and ducking for cover, as the Airtel 
employees gathered at Nairobi's Simba Sport Club 
ground, sprayed water and colour on each other in the 
true spirit of Holi. 

Yves and his two sons and wife are not alone. They 
count among numerous Bharti family members from 
across Asia, Africa and Europe revelling in the global 
culture at Bharti. 

equal opportunity for employees is a 
big incentive attracting global talent 
to the group. Priding itself in being a 
company which hires the best brains, 
irrespective of nationalities, Bharti 
has over the years developed a truly 
global talent pool. 

As Bharti spreads its wings and 
stretches its reach into new 
countries, its people too are 
embracing fresh ways of looking at 
things. The exchange of professional 
values and social nuances between 
co-workers of different nationalities 
is giving birth to a richer and more 
heterogeneous work culture across 
its group companies. 

Thanks to the concerted efforts 
of employees and the respective 
HR teams, perceived cultural 

Asport club in Nairobi is not 
exactly the place one would 
imagine Holi being celebrated 

with such gusto and good cheer. 
But there it was - an Indian festival 
being celebrated in a Kenyan Sports 
club by a mixed populace, where 
each brought to the ground a spirit of 
festivity unique to his or her culture. 
And in this cultural exchange, Holi 
acquired a richer colour. 

This is not an isolated event. This 
is the story of Bharti - one which 
reflects the company's evolution 
towards becoming a vibrant melting 
pot of cultures and nationalities. 

In all, Bharti has a footprint in around 
21 countries and has people from 42 
nationalities on its teams globally. 
The high level of empowerment and 



animosities have been melting, and 
giving way instead to synergies 
in thinking and in understanding 
common objectives at the 
workplace and beyond. Irrespective 

of which country one chooses, be it 
Seychelles or Sri Lanka, Ghana or 
Guernsey, India or Bangladesh, the 
Bharti workforce and environment 
invariably reveals itself to be a 
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Playing Holi in Kenya: Say 'cheese', the Holi chase is over for now! 

palimpsest of different cultures, 
albeit to differing degrees. 

Take Airtel Channel Islands for 
example. It is an impressive blend 
of local, British, Portuguese, 
Polish, Hungarian, Australian and 
Indian employees, who have been 
able to strike the right chord with 
each other both professionally and 
on the family front. Whether it's 
Bhangra at a Christmas Party or 
Lady Gaga at Diwali, rest assured 
there will always be a space 
crunch on the dance floor. The 
curries and steak recipes have 
made their way into the kitchens 
and so have the accents! Indians 
have picked up "Cheers Mate" 
while there is a spattering of 
"Theek Hai" and "Hanji" in phone 
conversations with Europeans! 

This heterogeneity and 
camaraderie seeps into work as 
well. Teams work shoulder-to-

Equaliy at ease saying 'shukriya' in Hindi, 'Merci beaucoup' in French or Thank you' in English, Mamadou 
Kolade from Kenya, is a polyglot of sorts. Fluent in 11 different languages, including six African languages 
(Fulani, Mandingo, Creolo Portuguese, Wolof, Diola, and Lingala) and five of the European ones (French, 
English, Portuguese, Russian, and German), Mamadou is currently learning Hindi and Kiswahili, after which 
he plans to learn Punjabi and Chinese. The number of nationalities on the Airtel team gives him a great 

opportunity to hone his skills he says! 



"During my five-day 
work trip to India, I learnt a 
lot about the importance of 
customer-focus and attention 
to details and I have been 
trying to implement 
them in my daily work." 
- Grace Omo-Lamai, 
Kenya Airtel Office. Grace was in 
India for five days, visiting different 
Airtel operations. 

Tug of war is perhaps the most hotly contested event of 
Airtel sports day in Sri Lanka. Known as "kamba adeema" 
in Sinhalese, this event is also extremely popular during 
the Sinhala and Tamil new year in April (Tamil Nadu is a 
southern state in India and shares strong cultural bonds 
with Sri Lanka). The game reflects the fusion of cultures 
through sports. 

The Global Face of Bharti 

Stairway to success: The camaraderie at work translates to 
good business for Airtel Channel Islands employees 

here. Employees 
have been adapting^ 
to a global style 
of working, 
where the best 
of professional 
practices from 
Walmart Inc 
have seeped 
into and brewed 
with the Bharti 
mode of working, 
creating a global 
work culture that 
is effective, efficient 
and unique to the 
organisation. 

This story continues 
with Comviva as well, 
which has a footprint 
in 15 countries and boasts 
of approximately 1000 
employees working across 
continents. It delivers 
solutions to 110 telecom 
operators in more than 88 
countries. Comvivans believe 
that the representation of 

• 

shoulder to get a larger bite 
of customer market share and 
competition revenues. 

Yes sure there are different 
styles which people follow while 
working, some of which are 
inherent to their cultures, but by 
crossing over these boundaries, 
sieving out the best practices 
from the lot and implementing 
these to work processes, team 
members have been able to meet 
and beat market expectations. 

Bharti Walmart's operation in 
India is a great case in point 



various cultures at the workplace 
helps them understand different 
markets that the company operates 
in. This insight, they admit, helps 
immensely in improving business 
productivity, customer experiences 
and market focused solutioning. 
"This amalgamation of cultures 
ensures a tolerance for various 
perspectives and brings about 
an inherent respect for others' 
opinions. Drawing the best from 
different cultures and fusing this 
with the overall organization, 
helps create a common employee 
identity, irrespective of geographical 
locations. We are inherently a 
very open, informal and inclusive 
organisation; and more than a 
decade of multi-geographic and 
multi-cultural environment have 
helped establish this DNA," says 
Sandyp Bhattacharya, HR Head, 
Comviva. 

HR Matters 

Human Resource Management 
takes on a new meaning in a 
rapidly globalising organisation. 
It becomes the prime driving 
force of transformation. 
Bharti's HR teams 

'Barriers break when 
people talk' 

With Bharti Airtel's acquisition 
of Zain's African operations in 
2010, the company now has a 
presence in sixteen countries in 
the continent including, Burkina 
Faso, Chad, Congo DRC, Congo 
Brazaville, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, 
Madagascar, Malawi, Niger, Nigeria, 
Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Uganda, 
Zambia and Seychelles. Apart from 
Seychelles, where Airtel entered in 
1997, all the other African operations 
have focused heavily on people-
integration initiatives through this 
past one year. 

"Contrary to popular belief, there 
is no one-size-fits-all strategy 
that can be applied to these 
countries, just because they all 
are part of the African continent. 
All fifteen countries in fact have 
different cultural, political and 
social backgrounds and very 
different overall dynamics. For 
effective operations, every country 
requires and deserves an approach 
tailor-made to its business, 
geography, polity, economy and 
people environment," points out 
Yves Mayilamene, Chief Human 
Resource Officer at Bharti Airtel. 

have been continuously sensitising 
employees to cultural differences and 
integrating them into a constantly 
evolving work environment. At the 
end of the day, the aim is to ensure 
that employees get along, and fit into 
professional moulds which are 
global in nature. 

The HR team however 
acknowledges the fact that there is 
no real 'buck stops here' mark, when 
it comes to people integration. In 
stead it is a continuous process, and 
needs to be constantly driven and 
assessed. Underscored by the need 
to give Bharti an edge in the global 
business environment, respective 
HR teams and the group HR team 
have rolled out several high-impact 
initiatives. 

Bharti's HR teams train, coach and 
work side-by-side with employees to 
identify interpersonal, cultural and 
business barriers to working globally. 
They roll out various programmes to 
drive home the importance of forging 
healthy working relationships while 
building global partnerships; turn 
the spotlight on culturally important 
aspects while leading change; 
and find the most effective ways 

of incorporating these in daily 
professional practices. 



Bharti 

Manoj Kohli and Tiemoko 
Coulibaly, addressing a 
full-house session during 
the CEO conclave, 

The Global Face 

For starters, seven of the 
countries among the fifteen are 
French speaking, while eight are 
English speaking. The efforts in 
maintaining a good communication 
culture across these countries 
are evident. Documents and 
mails incorporate both French 
and English, and regular cross 
functional and regional conclaves 
are held to keep people in the loop 
of current market trends and to also 
share and implement good ideas 
across the board. 

"The French speaking countries 
such as Congo Brazaville are 
typically euphemistic and have 
mannerisms similar to the French; 
on the other hand, employees 
from the English speaking African 
countries such as Nigeria are 
more direct. Also, Indians typically 
are not hesitant taking on and 
managing more than one project at 
a time; whereas most of the African 
and British nationals would prefer 
completing one project at a time," 
continues Yves. 

• 2 i 

Since there is a 
strong emphasis 
on cross pollination 
of talent, each of these 
operations is managed 
by a team reflecting a good 
mix of nationalities. The senior 
management team in fact accounts 
for an impressive sprinkling of 
Africans, Europeans and Indians. 
This kind of a mix entails differing 
individual working styles. 

In all, there are 35 nationalities on 
the Airtel Africa team, spanning both 
developed countries and emerging 
markets. The managing director 
of Congo Brazzaville operations, 
Beston Tshinsele Van Bellingen, for 

"We have been making efforts to understand each other's 
cultural contexts better and the results have certainly started 
showing." 

- Rena Meza is from Paraguay, Latin America. 
He is the Managing Director of Airtel Kenya. 

In Kenya the 
HR team has 
established a cricket 
and football club, 
which many team 
members are quite 
excited about 

Members from the senior leadership team in traditional clothes during the CEO conclave, Dubai, 2010. 
This was the first conclave held after Airtel expanded its presence into Africa. 
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Unwinding (Left to Right: George 
Andah, Ajay Bakshi, Deepak 
Srivastava, Inusa Bello and Philip 
Sowah after the Africa Budget 
Conclave) 

instance is Belgian, while Kenya's 
technical director, Luis Fedriani 
Santa Olalla, is Spanish and the 
country's managing director, Rene 
Meza, is from Paraguay in Latin 
America. In the Madagascar and 
Niger operations, the Finance 
directors, Paulin Alazard and Chris 
Krupski are French and British 
respectively. 

"Whenever the need to dive 
deep into specific cultures 
arises, we either involve experts 
from our team or engage the 
service of organisations well-
versed with the country and/or 

culture," says Inder Walia, Group 
Director, Human Resources, 
Bharti Enterprises. For instance, 
after the Zain acquisition came 
through the Bharti group HR team 
organised online trainings with 
Richard Lewis Communications 
to provide a window to different 
cultures, and their varying styles 
of communication, management 
and leadership. Richard Lewis 
is a widely acclaimed UK-based 
firm which provides an integrated 
portfolio of services in the 
areas of culture, language and 
communication skills to individuals 
and organisations. 

Another such initiative involved 
roping in language trainers 
from Alliance frangaise to help 
Airtel India employees on their 
way to any of the seven French 
speaking countries on secondment 

assignments, overcome language 
barriers. Over the 'course' of the 
15 classes, employees on their 
own confession had a ball with the 
language and got a grasp on the 
basics. As part of the curriculum, 
the students were guided through 
the basics of the language, 
watched French movies, listened 
to French music and interacted 
with each other through role plays. 

Continental Cross Flow 

To enhance people integration, the 
Airtel Africa - India programme 
has been launched. This is 
a unique cross-continental 
employment programme aimed at 
connecting people in Airtel Africa 
with Airtel employees from across 
the globe. It encourages high 
performing employees from the 
African operations to experience 
the operations of Airtel India 
across its circles and vice versa. 

Rita Njeri with colleagues at the Chandigarh Airtel office. Rita is from Kenya and is in India 
on a secondment assignment. 

Sanjay Kapoor chats with Airtel Africa employees who are currently in India on secondment 
assignments. 

The selected candidates are then 
exposed to business operations in 
India or Africa as the case may be, 
for a year. 

As part of this programme, some 
Airtel India employees are currently 
based out of African nations such as 
Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda 
and Zambia; and some employees 
from the African continent are based 
out of Indian states including Delhi-
NCR, Punjab, Maharashtra and 
Rajasthan. • 
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"Education is the most powerful weapon which you 
can use to change the world." 

- Nelson Mandela 

"If we are to teach real peace in this world, and if we 
are to carry on a real war against war, we shall have 

to begin with the children." 
- Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi 

According to UNESCO's Education for 
All, Global Monitoring Report, 2010, 
there were 72 million children out of 
school in 2007 and with business as 

usual, a staggering 56 million children 
would be out of schools by 2015. The 

deficit remains large in sub-Saharan 
Africa where Airtel's operations are 

concentrated in. Almost a quarter 
of the region's primary school age 

children were out of school in 2007. 
The region also accounts for nearly 

45% of the children excluded from the 
schooling system globally. 

The stories many children from 
rural Africa recount echo long-standing 

battles with hardships, illnesses and 
the lack of infrastructure. In addition, 

for some rural areas the nearest 
school could be a good five to six 

kilometers away. With scarce means 
of transportation available, children 

need to walk this distance each way 
everyday. Some of these rural area 

schools also lack basic infrastructure 
like black boards, and have roofs 
made of straw, which leak or get 

washed away during heavy monsoons, 
tossing these students' schooling into 

limbo. 

Happy faces: Children from the Ghana Himankrom Primary 
School which has been renovated by the Airtel Africa CSR team 
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Airtel Africa philosophy 
Engaging the local communities 
in which we operate, specifically 
through the education initiative 
is one of the three key pillars of 
the new Airtel brand. Alongside 
"affordability" and "innovation", 
"community" is central to Airtel's 
philosophy of empowering 
people - our employees, our 
customers and communities. 
We aim to liberate them, giving 
them the freedom to take control 
and meet life's daily challenges. 

In the midst of such an 
environment it was but natural 
to seek and implant the group's 
social initiative in India - where 
its CSR arm Bharti Foundation 
is running 242 rural schools - in 
the African markets. With strong 
focus on increasing children's 
access to education, Bharti Airtel 
took on the task of adopting at 
least one primary school in each 
of the 16 African countries that 
Airtel has a presence in. The 
aim is to complete the first stage 
of the project by March 2012, 
after which additional schools 
will be adopted. The CSR team 
is looking to improve awareness 
levels regarding education, 
promote remedial measures, and 
encourage the private sector in 
Africa to participate actively in 
enhancing educational systems. 

The team has been successful 
in the projects, having touched the 
lives of over 10,000 primary school 
children through the identified 19 
schools so far, all of which are in 
rural areas. 

Opening doors to a 
brighter future 

Bharti Airtel CSR teams in all the 
16 countries are working with the 
respective ministries of education 
to see this goal through. The 

The Transformers: Airtel employees chip in to improve conditions at the Ghana Himankrom 
Primary School 

teams are renovating some of 
the existing school buildings and 
upgrading their infrastructure. 
Bharti is providing uniforms, 
books, pens and text books to 
the children; and is furnishing 
the classrooms with desks, 
chairs and wall charts in addition 
to supplying teaching and 
learning aids, recommended by 
the ministry of education. 

Providing broadband 
connections to all these 
schools in a bid to give access 
to more educational material 
and familiarise students with 
the online world is also in the 
pipeline. The CSR Team is 
currently in talks with a company 
to supply computers, which 
would then be plugged in with 
broadband connections provided 
by Airtel Africa. 

Employees of Airtel Africa 
are also volunteering their time 
and money to support the cause. 
They often teach these children 
at the schools and have donated 
clothes and toys. In Uganda, 
Airtel employees have been 
appealed to; to make donations 
so mid-day meals could be 
provided at the schools. This 
initiative will be taken up across 
the identified 19 schools at a 
later stage. • 

My Airtel 
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strengthened and new furniture 
provided. Going forward, school 
uniforms, teaching and learning 
aids, and a kitchen for mid-day 
meals will be provided. 

Congo DRC 
I EP Ngwanza School 
in Congo DRC which 
has 997 pupils was 

adopted in late October 2010. The 
team managed to complete the 
school renovation in three and a 
half weeks and has handed out 
both teaching aids and scholastic 
materials to students and 
teachers. The team will continue 
its support by providing teaching 
aids, and crucial consumables. 

Niger 
Kandari School used 

, to be attended by 
150 students, till it got 

destroyed in the severe rainstorms, 
last season. Airtel Niger adopted 
the school in early October 2010 
and has been on track with its 
renovation work. It has also 
distributed school uniforms and 
text books to students. In the near 
future, it plans to build a perimeter 
wall around the school, provide 
supporting IT infrastructure, 
and make the school canteen 
operational to provision for mid-day 
meals. • 

The Story So Far 
Several schools in Madagascar, Ghana, Tanzania, Burkina Faso, Congo DRC, and Niger, among those 
targeted have been refurbished and given a new lease of life. 

Madagascar 

•

Airtel Madagascar 
adopted Mahavelona 
primary school with 

282 pupils. In December 2010, 
the Airtel team laid the foundation 
stone and within one and a half 
months completed the renovation 
work. It has rehabilitated dilapidated 
buildings; constructed new latrines 
and a gleaming new gate; initiated 
mid-day meals every Friday; and 
provided new uniforms, textbooks, 
notebooks, pens and pencils. 

Ghana 
In the last week of 

* November 2010, Airtel 
Ghana embarked on 

the journey to improve the lives 
of the 673 children enrolled at 
Himakrom Methodist Primary 
school. In addition to renovating 
the school and furnishing the 
library completely, the team 
built a playground and supplied 
modern teaching aids and tools to 
teachers and students. Airtel Ghana 
employees are also extending 
support to this cause by taking time 
out to teach these children and 
through monetary contributions. 

Tanzania 
Airtel Tanzania adopted 
the Kiromo Primary 
School, and with this 

pledged to improve the lives of 

all its 660 students. Even before 
the construction was complete, 
Airtel Tanzania employees were 
visiting the school to spend time 
with the children, teach them and 
distribute scholastic materials. The 
construction of a computer lab for 
ICT development and a kitchen are 
underway. 

Burkina Faso 

•

The fate of the 108 
students enrolled at the 
Kouanda Primary school 

is set to change forever. Airtel 
Burkina Faso adopted the school 
in late October 2010 and there 
has been no looking back since 
then. It has started a systematic 
refurbishment programme. So 
far the school building has been 

Class in session in the renovated Kajiado school in Kenya 

The renovated library at Ghana Himankrom Primary School 



Location 1: 
Siachen Base Camp 
• In the eastern Karakoram range of the 

Himalayas, it lies east to the Line of 
Control between India and Pakistan. 
70 kms in length, it is the longest 
glacier in the Karakoram range, and 
the second longest in the world's non-
polar areas 

• Is the world's highest battlefield, 
situated at an altitude of 5,753 m 
above sea level 

• Ambient temperature: -50°C 
• No local population, no electricity 

All three locations have one 
thing in common. They have 

entered mobile communication 
networks thanks to Bharti Infratel's 
efforts to deploy mobile towers in 
the most challenging high altitude 
environment. 

The challenge at hand for BIL 
was to deploy and raise tower 
sites at pivotal Army base camps 
at the three locations. These 
areas were connected earlier by 
satellite phones only, with metered 
minutes of usage available to army 
personnel. 

With no electricity supply to bank 
on, a steady supply of power was 
to be set up from scratch to run the 

Location 2: 
Dras 
• National Highway 1D connecting 

Srinagar and Leh passes through 
Dras. The Highway was a critical 
connecting route during the Kargil war 
with Pakistan in 1999 

• Is the coldest inhabited place in India 
and the 2nd most in the world, next 
only to Siberia 

• Situated at an average elevation of 
4195 m above sea level 

• Ambient temperature: -45°C during 
peak winters 

towers. Being situated at such high 
altitudes, oxygen levels are very 
low, making the functioning of a 
standard 18 KVA Diesel Generator 
(DG) difficult. To overcome this, 
two 25 KVA DG machines were 
deployed. Also since these areas 
experience heavy snowfall, very 
sturdy shelters were built to cover 
the DG sets and batteries. To 
ensure uninterrupted power supply, 
special arrangements such as 
diesel storage tanks, synchronised 
operations of DG sets for load 
sharing and additional battery back-
ups were put in place. 

BIL handpicked some of its 
most qualified and trained civil 

Location 3: 
Chang La 
• Chang La Pass is en-route Pangong 

Lake from Leh and is the main 
gateway to the Changthang Plateau 
in the Himalayas 

• Is one of the highest mountain 
passes in India, situated at an 
elevation of 5,425 m above sea level 

• Ambient temperature: -30°C 

and electrical engineers to 
form the team executing this 
project. As the first step, the 
team conducted a pre-execution 
site feasibility visit, along with 
the Indian Army, to understand 
on-site local conditions. The 
team proceeded to learn various 
tactics from the army to function 
effectively and productively 
during the deployment phase. 
Armed with these insights 
and equipped for safety with 
protection helmets, harnesses, 
special gloves and UV protected 
sunglasses, the BIL team 
completed the deployment of 
these towers in record time. 



Faster, Smarter. Funkier 
Now life has a way 

to reach you faster. 
Airtel launches 3G 

service in India 

When days get hectic, 
you lose touch with 

yourself, with friends and 
with life in general. But 
that's past now. Airtel 3G 
will reconnect you with all 
that you love, whenever 
and wherever you want. 

This will empower 
millions of always on-the-
go Indians to stay tuned to 
the latest developments, 
anytime and anywhere, 
using the ubiquitous 
mobile platform. 

You could be stuck in a 
traffic jam, or maybe stood 
up by a friend; instead of 
fuming or getting hassled, 
plug into what interests 
you, from traffic situations 
to stock updates; social 
networking to streaming 
videos, 3G will allow you 
to browse your favourite 
sites without lags. 

Airtel 3G will also allow 
customers to enjoy a 
variety of exciting service 
offerings including mobile 
TV, video calls, and video 
capabilities on social 
networks. In addition, it 
will enable customers 
to watch a wide range 

of LIVE and on-demand 
TV channels and shows 
at affordable prices. To 
subscribe, customers can 
use their mobile phones 
to visit the '3G Zone' on 
Airtel LIVE, select Mobile 
TV, simply download and 
install the application, 
select their favourite TV 
content and start viewing. 

Enabling fast on-the-go 
internet access, Airtel 3G 
dongles are also available 
for laptop users. 

3G data plans have 
been designed keeping 
every kind of user in mind 
be it the occasional user 
or the heavier one. There 
is also an interesting 
Internet usage tool made 
available on the Airtel 
website which helps 
users gauge their data 
requirements and choose 
a plan accordingly. • 

All smiles during Airtel's 3G launch in Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh 
(L to R: Atul Bindal, Saina Nehwal, and Vineet Taneja). Saina is a 
rising global Badminton star, currently ranked number 4 in the world by 
Badminton World Federation. 
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KSMS, Pay <voucher id> <customer id> to 54325 to recharge the paper 
recharge coupon 
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Lifestyle 

iDarshan & iGoodlife 
Airtel digital 
TV adds two 

new interactive 
services; Expands 

bouquet of 
interactive services 

to 5, including 
iLearn, iNews, iAstro 

Living the new brand 
motto 'Bringing you 

closer to what you love', 
Airtel Digital TV has 
added two new interactive 
services - iDarshan and 
iGoodlife; one catering 
to the religious and 
the other to the lovers 
of good life. With this, 
Airtel digital TV now has 
five unique interactive 

applications as part of 
its interactive services 
portfolio. Designed to 
provide multiple video/ 
audio feeds at the same 
time in a snackable 
format, the applications 
enable customers to catch 
up with their particular 
interests, anytime they 
like. 

With iDarshan, 
customers are able to 
enjoy Live Aarti from 
the four famous Indian 

shrines - Tirupati, 
Vaishno Devi, Golden 
Temple and Shirdi. 
Apart from this, the 
iTVapplication will also 
have library content 
playing when the Live 
Aarti is not available. 

iGoodlife has content 
centered on four categories 
- Cooking, Health, 
Lifestyle and Family and is 
powered by India's leading 
lifestyle channel NDTV 
GoodTimes. • 

Rural India to 'bank' on Airtel 
ndia's traditional 
banking model has 

been struggling to serve 
rural customers profitably 
as a result of which a 
staggering 62% of rural 
households do not have a 
bank account. 

In a pioneering 
attempt to make banking 
services available to 
India's unbanked millions, 
Bharti Airtel has entered 
into a joint venture 
agreement with India's 
largest commercial bank, 
State Bank of India 
(SBI). This partnership 
represents a first-of-its-
kind collaboration aimed 

at making the concept 
of inclusive banking a 
reality for customers in 
India. 

The JV as Business 
Correspondent will 
engage Airtel's retailers 
as Customer Service 
Points (CSP) all over India 
in a phased manner. With 
this, existing and new 
Airtel mobile customers 
will be able to visit these 
outlets and open new SBI 
bank accounts and avail 
other banking products 
and services at the CSPs. 
Existing SBI customers 
also get to be serviced at 
these outlets. • 

Airtel and SBI form joint venture to target 
financial inclusion for unbanked India on the 

ubiquitous mobile platform 

(From left to right) Sanjay Kapoor; Sriraman Jagannathan; Sunit Bharti 
Mittal; O.P.Bhatt, Chairman, State Bank of India; Diwakar Gupta, 
Deputy Managing Director, State Bank of India; and R. Venkatachalam, 
Deputy Managing Director, Rural Banking, State Bank of India; during 
the announcement of the joint venture 



And Now its Virtually 
Airtel 1time 

shopping card is set 
to revolutionise the 

shopping experience 
for customers in 

Kenya 

Airtel Africa, Standard 
Chartered Bank and 

MasterCard Worldwide 
announced the launch 
of the world's first virtual 
card. The card operates 
off a wallet residing on a 
mobile phone in a secure, 
reliable and convenient 
environment. This single 
use shopping card will 
soon be available in 
Kenya and rolled out to 
markets across Africa, 
subject to regulatory 
approvals. 

This innovative 
payment method 
known as Airtel 1time 
Shopping Card will 
offer communities the 

Possible! 
opportunity for greater 
participation in the 
financial system as they 
realise the substantial 
benefits of mobile 
commerce. 

The simplified and 
secure online transaction 
will work in the following 
way: Each time an Airtel 
customer is shopping 
online, he or she will 
be able to request a 
single use shopping 
card number. Airtel 
money services will 
generate a special 16 
digit number that enables 
the completion of the 
transaction. On completion 
of the transaction, a 

confirmation message will 
be sent to the consumer's 
handset. • 

coiriviva 
Prepaid customers in Nigeria to take it 'Easy' 

Comviva has 
launched Easy 

Recharge in Airtel 
Nigeria to make the 

prepaid recharge 
experience simpler, 

faster and more 
convenient 

Riding the wave 
of rapid growth 

in Africa's prepaid 
business, Comviva has 
launched Easy Recharge 
in Airtel Nigeria, to 
make the prepaid 
recharge experience 
simpler, faster and 

more convenient for 
Airtel customers. With 
this, airtime will be 
readily available to Airtel 
customers throughout the 
country 24/7. 

Comviva partnered 
with IBM for the 
deployment of its next 

generation PreTUPS™ 
electronic recharge 
solution in Airtel's 
network across Africa. 

The recharge service 
will be followed shortly 
by an extensive roll out 
in 13 other markets in 
Africa. • 

BACCIS 
AWARDS 201t 

This year saw the launch of the Bharti Group Corporate Communications 
Excellence Awards (BACCIS Awards), initiated to honor excellence in the 
function across Bharti group companies. BACCIS received 83 nominations in 
five competition categories. The awards were presented during Confluence 
2011, the Bharti Group Corporate Communications Conclave held this year. 

And the winners were... 
• Best Launch of New Product or Service: Del Monte Foods Business, 

FieldFresh Foods 
• Most Innovative Campaign of the Year: Airtel UPU 
• Best Internal Communications Campaign: Airtel Lanka and Bharti 

Foundation 
• Best Crisis or Issues Management Campaign: Airtel Karnataka 
• Best Corporate Communications Campaign that propagates Bharti 

Values: Bharti AXA General Insurance. • 



Beetel Teletech 

On air with Reflections 
b e p t e l 

V SUPER 
2G sum 
(**«*» bvKr) -=- s 

Stores get a new address 
n line with Beetel's 
promise to consumers to 

provide relevant solutions 
and ease of purchase, 
Beetel Teletech has 
launched an E-store on 
its website www.beetel.in 

Beetel in its new avatar 
is strategically working 
towards catering to the 
technology requirements 

CENTUM 
L E A R N I N G 

Centum's 
vocational skill 

courses announced 
recently for key 
industry sectors 
aim to enhance 

employability 
and business 

productivity. 

famri 

of today's mass consumer 
with aspirations for lifestyle 
services. The Beetel 
E-store, yet another 
initiative in this direction, 
makes the buying process 
extremely easy. 

The E-store at 
www.beetel.in/e-store, 
facilitates the purchase 
of consumer technology 

Taking forward its 
mandate to skill 1.2 

crore people across 11 
states and 383 districts, 
Centum Learning recently 
partnered with the Ministry 
of Rural Development 
(MoRD), Government of 
India under the Swarna 
Jayanthi Gram Swarozgar 
Yojna (SGSY) to provide 

Beetel has gone on 
air with its new 

campaign 'Reflections', 
unveiling its fresh 
brand positioning 
"Trustworthy, as you 
are", for its range of 
mobile handsets. The 
campaign focuses 
on two new models: 
GD 505 STARDUST, a 
super slim phone and 
GD 530 Xpert Connect, 

products across the range 
of Mobile Phones, IT 
peripherals (e.g. speakers, 
headphones), Cordless, 
and Caller ID phones 
under the Beetel brand. 
One can also browse 
through BlackBerry 
devices, Transcend 
storage devices & Data 
Cards. • 

end-to-end employability 
solutions across 43 
districts in Madhya 
Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, 
Punjab, Himachal 
Pradesh and Orissa in 
India. 

Centum Learning 
will impart vocational 
skill courses in three 
key industry sectors 

which has push mail 
service and is Wi-Fi 
enabled. 

The television 
commercial (TVC) shows 
a consumer selecting the 
Beetel GD 30, the criteria 
for selection being the 
phone's features, and 
the consumer's belief 
that the phone is a 
true reflection of his 
personality. • 

em W 1 * iT 

- Organised Retail, 
Telecom and Tourism 
& Hospitality. It will 
also implement 
end-to-end employability 
solutions including 
Youth Mobilisation and 
Counselling, Training 
Execution, Assessment 
and Certification and also 
Placement Support. • 

GAWflnstJSreirc* 

Higher'ing skills 

http://www.beetel.in
http://www.beetel.in/e-store


bharti Walmart 

South India gets 
Bharti Walmart Skill Centre 

Bharti Walmart 
Skill Centre is 

extending its 
presence in India, 

having recently 
entered the South. 

I ndia's retail sector 
is undergoing rapid 

transformation, and in its 
next phase of growth what 
it needs is well-trained 
professionals who would 
be able to draw from 
global best practices to 
cater to the requirements 
of the Indian retail sector. 

In line with this, Bharti 
Walmart Skill Centre 
recently extended its 
presence to make a debut 
in South India with the 
first outlet inaugurated in 
Bengaluru, Karnataka. 

In partnership with 
the Directorate of 
Employment Training 
and the Karnataka 
Vocational Training & Skill 
Development Corporation 

we work together, we'll lower 
le cost of living for everyone.... 

we 'll give the world an 
opportunity to see what it's 
UKe to save and have <5ettr JL 

y-
B.N. Bache Gowda, Labour Minister, Government of Karnataka, 
interacting with students during the inauguration of the skill centre 

(KVTSDC), Bharti 
Walmart Skill Centre will 
provide free training to all 
students who enroll and 
will make them eligible 
for employment in the 

retail sector. BWSC at 
ITI Peenya is expected to 
train over 100 candidates 
each month. All enrolled 
candidates will be 
awarded scholarships. • 

Bharti Foundation Google High 5! 

Google and Bharti Foundation join hands to promote education in rural India, (left to right: Vijay Chaddha, 
Nikesh Arora, Senior Vice President and Chief Business Officer, Google and Rakesh Bharti Mittal) 

As part of an agreement, 
Google will provide 

financial support of $5 
million to upgrade and 
support 50 elementary 
schools run by the Bharti 
Foundation in the Indian 
states of Punjab, Haryana, 
Rajasthan and Uttar 
Pradesh. These schools 
will be named, Satya 
Elementary schools. 

They say 'you are 
never alone while travelling 
towards a noble goal'. 
Bharti Foundation's deep 
seated commitment to 
promote education in the 
country recently found a 
partner in another global 
leader, Google Inc. • 

ndatio. 



Leading the 
Industry 
Rajan Bharti Mittal took office as the President of 

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & 
Industry (FICCI), one of India's premier industry bodies 
in February 2010. During his year-long term Rajan led 
several Indian business delegations to different countries 
besides representing the organisation in its deliberations 
with the Indian Government on key policy issues. 

Glimpses into Rajan's term as President: 
Addressing the Newsmakers Committee at the National Press Club at 
Washington D.C., U.S.A. in June 2010. 

Unveiling the new FICCI logo with (from left to right) Amit Mitra, 
Secretary General, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry; Yash Chopra, noted film maker; Abhinav Bindra, ace shooter; 
and Suhel Seth, advertising entrepreneur. 

I n d i a - A u s t r a l i a Joint Business (Jouncu 
May 4, 2010-New Delhi 

' HEa FICCI 
SB, ficci SHS "rrr ncc, 

With Prince Philippe of Belgium during a FICCI seminar in India to 
promote Indian investment in Belgium. 

At the 18th meeting of India-Australia Joint Business Council, with 
Simon Crean, the then Trade Minister of Australia and Anand Sharma, 
Hon'ble Minister for Commerce and Industry, Government of India. 

With Ms. Bev Perdue, Governor of North Carolina, North Carolina, 
U.S.A. 

FICCI 



Sanjay Kapoor receiving the Global Game Changer award on behalf of Sunil Bharti 
Mittal from Honb'le Minister of State for IT and Communication, Government of India, 
Sachin Pilot at the Economic Times Telecom Awards, 2011. 

SUNIL BHARTI MITTAL was recognised as the Global 
Game Changer at the Economic Times Telecom Awards, 
2011. 

AKHIL GUPTA was inducted to the 'CFO India Hall of 
Fame' by CFO India. 

BHARTI INFRATEL was honoured with the 'Best Green 
Product/Service or Performance' award at GSMA's 
Annual Global Mobile Awards 2011. The judges lauded 
Bharti Infratel's GreenTowers P7 Project, which won 
it the award, as a great effort, one of the largest green 
power initiatives for mobile towers anywhere, which is 
helping prove the viability of green energy technologies 
on a large commercial scale. 

AIRTEL AFRICA received the 'Best Mobile Money 
Product or Solution' award at GSMA's Annual Global 
Mobile Awards 2011. 

AIRTEL AFRICA won the 'Best Customer Care & CRM' 
award at GSMA's Annual Global Mobile Awards 2011. 

BHARTI AIRTEL won in the 'Innovative Product Value 
Added Service' and 'Customer Experience Enhancement' 
categories at the Economic Times Telecom Awards, 2011. 

BHARTI AIRTEL made a clean sweep at the Telecom 
Operator Awards 2011, bagging five awards: the 'Most 
Admired Telecom Operator', 'Best National Mobile 
Operator', 'Best VAS Provider', 'Best Enterprise Services 
Provider' and 'Operator with Best Rural Performance'. 

BHARTI INFRATEL was recognised as the 'Innovative 
Infrastructure Company of the Year' at the 2010 CNBC 
Infrastructure Excellence Awards. 

BHARTI REALTY won the 'Best Commercial Property 
North' award at the CNBC AWAAZ Real Estate Awards 
2010. 

DEL MONTE FOODS BUSINESS, FIELDFRESH 
FOODS received the 'Star Silver Award' at the HOSTS 
exhibition at Mumbai. 

DEL MONTE FOODS BUSINESS, FIELDFRESH 
FOODS won the 'Gold Award' in the International brands 
category at AHAAR 2011. 

BHARTI FOUNDATION was presented the 'Best NGO 
for Excellent Work in Elementary Education' award at the 
Indian Education Awards 2011. 

CENTUM LEARNING won the 'Best Skills Project in 
Rural Community' award at the UK India Skills Forum 
Award 2010. 

CENTUM LEARNING ranked amongst the 'Top 16 
Training Outsourcing Companies Watch List' 2011 
Worldwide, third year in a row. 

COMVIVA won the prestigious 'Golden Peacock 
Innovation Award' for its Aggregated Voice Applications 
Network (AVAN). 



P R N e w s w i r e 
United nuunat i Madia 

The Asian Awards -
Philanthropist of the Year. 

Winner: Sunil Mittal 

www.pmewswire.com 

eur pa cafe 

News of Sunil Bharti Mittal receiving the 'Philanthropist of the Year' award at the prestigious 
Asian Awards 2010 being beamed at Times Square, New York 

Address your contributions, thoughts and suggestions to: 
Corporate Communications, Bharti Enterprises Limited 

Bharti Crescent, 1, Nelson Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj, Phase II, New Delhi -
E-mail: corporate.communication@bharti.in 

110070. 

http://www.pmewswire.com
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